
Every week God gives us the opportunity to create an environment in our 
kid’s ministry where lives are changed forever!  To really be intentional about 
creating that environment, we must ask ourselves three questions: 
 

1. What do I want people to  ___________.

2. What do I want people to ___________.

3. What do I want people to ___________.

Answering these three questions helps us fulfill God’s vision and mission for 
our churches. And it’s always good when going through this exercise to have  
a clear idea of the vision and mission of your kids ministry. 

What is the vision and mission of our church?  

What is the vision and mission of our kid’s ministry?

Why is that vision and mission so important? Why must we be so intentional 
about it? The answer is simple. We have limited time to make an impact. 
In many kids ministries, we have the student for 1 hour per week, and their 
parents have them for 167 hours per week. We must engage parents to be 
partners in the ministry of their students. We call it leading to the 167!

Partnering with parents requires us to know parents. When we impact parents 
we impact students. 
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Discussion Questions

What are two or three things you want every leader to DO when they serve in 
kids ministry?

1.
2.
3.

What is one practical thing you can apply in your kids ministry this week to 
help every leader DO the right action step? 

What are two or three things you want every student to DO when they’re in 
your kids ministry environment and after they leave?

1.
2.
3.

What is one practical thing you can apply in your kids ministry this week to 
help every student DO the right action step?

1. Track progress: now that you’ve clarified what you want leaders  
and students to DO, how can you track if you are winning? 

2. What gets rewarded gets repeated! What are some behaviors  
and actions that you can reward so they’ll become part of your  
team’s culture?


